Sikafloor® Metallic FX
METALLIC EFFECTS FLOOR SYSTEM
At Sika we develop state of the art flooring systems that balance
creative palettes with brilliantly engineered flooring products.

Sikafloor Metallic FX delivers:

Creating eye-catching, architecturally impactful designs just became
easier witH Sikafloor Metallic FX, a high aesthetics, self-leveling
flooring system destined to generate striking first impressions.
Metallic FX’s multi-dimensional, pearlescent designs bring depth and
life to lobbies, retail areas, museums, and other high visibility spaces.
Sikafloor Metallic FX uses ultra-fine Sika Metallic Powders to deliver
stunning dimension to public areas that had previously limited a
designer’s imagination.

n Design freedom to compliment a building’s decor

n Architecturally impactful floors
n Beauty with long lasting durability
n Easy care and maintenance
n Low odor, low VOCs

DYNAMIC DESIGNS WITH LASTING PERFORMANCE
Metallic FX draws its distinctive aesthetics from Sikafloor 216, a two
component, low odor, low VOC epoxy resin designed for decorative,
high build coating applications. The field blended Metallic Powder
makes this unique system highly customizable and adaptable to a
building’s individual decor and design leaving no limits - only possibilities. What else would you expect from Sika, the world’s leading
manufacturer of resionous flooring systems?
DRAMATICS WITHOUT THE DRAMA
Because Metallic FX is a Sika brand floor its durability has been aggressively tested both in the lab and in the field. Metallic FX delivers
on the promise to achieve seamless impact with vibrant, sophisticated
colors and sheen that are long lasting and need little maintenance.

Image courtesy of Bodenkraft Artisan Floors, Fairfield, NJ

Sikafloor Metallic FX
COLOR SELECTION GUIDE
P1040/WHALE

P1010/PEARL

P1020/DOLPHIN

P1030/MANATEE

P1050/EMERALD

P1105/GUAVA

P1110/OVERCAST

P1115/SANDBAR

P1120/PALAPA

P1125/BAMBOO

P1130/LAGER

P1135/DRIFTWOOD

P1140/HAMMOCK

P1145/RUM

P1150/SHIPWRECK

P1160/CABANA

P1165/CANNON

P1170/SANDAL

P1210/PARROT

P1220/BIKINI

P1230/STARFISH

P1240/AMERICANA

P1250/SANGRIA

P1320/MANGO

P1410/BANANA

P1420/PAPAYA

P1330/CORAL

P1340/GINGER

P1430/DAYDREAM

P1440/SUNSET

P1510/MARGARITA

P1520/AVOCADO

P1530/SEAWEED

P1540/PALM

P1550/PIER

P1560/KONA

P1610/CARIBBEAN

P1620/MAUI

P1630/CURACAO

P1640/AZURE

P1650/OCEAN

P1710/REEF

Achieve seamless artistic impact with Sikafloor Metallic FX’s creative palette of ultra-fine metallic powders, available smooth,
matte or gloss finishes and customized textures. This reproduction approximates actual colors and patterns. Contact your
Sikafloor representative for applied samples. Our most current General Sales Conditions shall apply. Please consult the most
current local Product Data Sheet before any use.
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P1310/MANDARIN

P1155/TIKI

